Silk—Its Mysteries, How It Is Made, and How It Is Used
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Abstract

This article reviews fundamental and applied aspects of silk—one of Nature’s most intriguing materials in terms of its strength, toughness, and biological role—in its various forms, from protein molecules to webs and cocoons, in the context of mechanical and biological properties. A central question that will be explored is how the bridging of scales and the emergence of hierarchical structures are critical elements in achieving novel material properties, and how this knowledge can be explored in the design of synthetic materials. We review how the function of a material system at the macroscale can be derived from the interplay of fundamental molecular building blocks. Moreover, guidelines and approaches to current experimental and computational designs in the field of synthetic silklike materials are provided to assist the materials science community in engineering customized finetuned biomaterials for biomedical applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nature's Building Blocks

Nature is rich in structure, which defines the properties of the tiniest pieces of matter, atoms, molecules, galaxies, and the universe. Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, the most abundant and fundamental class of biological macromolecules. There are only 20 commonly occurring amino acids in natural proteins, and their properties determine the nature of the resulting protein. This limited set of building blocks, i.e., amino acids, gives rise to some of the most diverse material functions identified in protein materials that not only make up everything from silk to skin, and many other organs such as the brain, but also living materials that interact with the environment in many active, dynamic, and controlled ways. These features also drive the interactions and interfaces of these proteins with other materials, including other organic matrices to inorganic components. For instance, abalone shell is made of minerals of calcium carbonate platelets glued by protein and human bone is primarily composed of collagen protein and hydroxyapatite mineral. As we learn more about these processing in Nature, we begin to appreciate the universal importance of hierarchical structures in defining how the living world works. This implies exciting possibilities based on the idea of transforming the understanding of these amino acid patterns to new material functions that can find diverse applications in areas of energy and sustainability, health care, and design of novel devices.

From Sequence to Structure

The 20 different chemical building blocks (amino acids) are linked by peptide bonds and dominate biological functions in Nature, from molecular recognition and catalysis to structures. Fibrous proteins, such as silk, collagen, elastin, and keratin are distinguished from globular proteins (such as hemoglobin, immunoglobulins) by their repetitive peptide domains which promote regularity in secondary structure, control of molecular recognition and structural integrity. Fibrous proteins require interchain as well as intrachain interactions to achieve structural function, which is in contrast to globular proteins where single folded chains can achieve catalysis or recognition. The chemistry of the building blocks provides modes for physical associations between chains, including hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions, and the precise control of primary sequence allows for programmed self-assembly. When these features are combined with the power of biological synthesis of the proteins, driven by enzymatic reactions to generate the peptide bonds, control of chirality of the chains is also achieved, helping to preserve registry and molecular fit to give additional molecular recognition and self-assembly to provide the basis for structural hierarchy.
Silk Properties and Production

Silk, with its remarkable structure and versatility, has emerged as a particularly exciting topic of study because of its physical, chemical, and biological properties that lend themselves to many applications, while also serving as a prototype model for future material designs. Production of silk fiber starts from making polymer from amino acid building blocks. The process continues with change in concentration of the protein and ionization of the environment followed by application of an elongational flow (shear stress). The whole process of building the 3D web is similar to an advanced 3D printer that builds the final product from a digital file using an additive process by laying down successive layers of material and controlling environmental conditions (curing material). Spiders have invented multimaterial 3D printing billions of years ago. Spider web has a multiscale structure that controls mechanical properties of the fiber such as β sheet crystal size and fiber diameter (Figure 1). Silk in its natural forms and two examples of applications are shown in Figure 2.

Silks are generally recognized for their unique combination of mechanical properties, including remarkable strength and toughness (Figure 3A). The toughness of spider silk dragline or orb web fibers can be higher than even the best synthetic high performance fibers such as Kevlar, varying depending on the specific source of silk. For example, the strength of spider dragline silk can be in the GPa range, around the same value as steel, yet it has a much lower density than steel. The toughness of spider dragline silk, around 165 ± 30 kJ kg⁻¹, is about two times that of Kevlar 81. One of the constraints in using silk as an industrial material to achieve high toughness is the required extreme extensibility which must be overcome. Importantly, it is not only these high-end mechanical properties that attract attention, but also the fact that these remarkable fibers are generated from a relatively simple protein processed in water under ambient conditions. There exist a myriad of silks available that cover a wide range of mechanical properties, from highly compliant with large extension to stiff.

In addition, different silk material formats are generated in nature, from traditional fibers to sheetlike and ribbonlike morphologies such as those formed by the tarantula. Different material formats are responsible for different functions including protection from the environment during molting (cocoons) and prey capture (orb webs), which are critical for survival of silkworms and spiders, respectively. These morphological features originate in the spinning apparatus of the animal but remain underpinned by structural hierarchy. Aside from chemistry, processing conditions directly impact the properties of spun silk fibers. For example, although orb web spider silks are generally considered stronger than silkworm silk, properties of silkworm silk fibers analogous to spider silks have been generated by exploiting the native organism using artificial spinning rates. Also, conventional wet spinning followed by immersion post spinning drawing step has been used to produce silk fibers from regenerated silkworm with mechanical properties comparable to that of spider silk despite their difference in amino acid sequence. Another way of tuning tensile behavior is combination of supercontraction (see section 3) with wet spinning.

The range of different spider and silkworm silks is extensive with only a few to date having yielded detailed sequence chemistry and protein domain organization, yet most with similar design features as outlined above. Generally, silk from the domesticated silkworm (Bombbyx
mori) consists of a single core protein, termed fibroin with high molecular weight (~390 kDa) and spun into a capsule or cocoon during molting from the worm to moth, serving a protective function. The timing of protein production can therefore be programmed with domestication or the process of sericulture with the coordinated raising of silkworms, which has been practiced for centuries in textile production. The macroscale structures of silks represent some of the most advanced biological engineering found in nature, where structural hierarchy has achieved remarkable functional outcomes. For example, an exceedingly small amount of spider silk (milligrams) can generate an exceptionally functional large aerial array (orb web) to capture prey. Further, all aspects of the web design are matched to optimize mechanics related to prey size and environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature.33–37 The physics and biology of such minimalist, lightweight, yet functional materials remains to be emulated with synthetic materials, not to mention the entirely green process utilized in terms of synthesis, processing, and degradation.

Silk Protein Domains

The modular protein designs in silk chains include specific peptide domains that have evolved to accommodate mechanical functions for the fibers formed within the constraints of biological processing (i.e., aqueous environment, ambient temperature). The modular design features include N- and C-terminal peptide domains of around 100 amino acids (N-terminus around 130 amino acids, C-terminus around 100 amino acids). While C-terminus is conserved among species of silkworms and spiders, N-terminus is conserved among spiders (N-terminus of silkworm is different from that of spider silk). These termini provide charge dense regions to facilitate aqueous solubility and to modulate self-assembly via pH induced changes in structure.38,39 The core of the silk, which is composed of repetitive hydrophobic/hydrophilic sections is responsible for its mechanical properties. Its specific amino acid motifs are explained in section 3.

Stability and Solubility

Silk fibers can withstand wide ranges of moisture, pH, organic solvents, salts and temperature, in contrast to most globular proteins.43 Only a limited number of conditions (salt solutions and solvents) have been identified that solubilize silk protein fibers without destroying the molecular weight of the chains, including lithium bromide, lithium thiocyanate, calcium nitrate, and hexafluoroisopropanol.44 Silks are susceptible to proteolytic digestion45 and also exhibit excellent biological compatibility, allowing silk-based medical devices to be pursued.42

Scope of the Current Review

Silk has different interesting properties and applications and a single review article cannot cover all aspect of the subject in detail. There are numerous review papers focusing on different aspects of the research at the time. Some of them are focusing on spinning process into different morphologies and potential applications,14,40,46–51 some on the role of terminals,52,53 some on the molecular biology and production processes,37,44,54–64 some on the biomedical applications,45,65–71 some on the water sensitivity,19,72,73 and some on using Raman spectroscopy74 or solid-state NMR to study structure of silk.74,75 The purpose of this review is to present progresses of the field in the recent past with emphasize on the power of
genetic encoding and the integration of simulation with experiment to tailor material properties.

2. NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC MAKING OF SILK

Mimicking Nature

Silk generally comes from Nature in fiber form, from cocoons to orb webs. However, the reverse engineering technique of silk fibers back into solution has been achieved. This technique generally encompasses disruption of the hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions that modulate intra- and interchain interactions. This process leads to the formation of solutions of silk whereby subsequent steps to disrupt water of hydration (e.g., exposure to methanol, heat, low pH) or to add energy related to protein chain dynamics (e.g., shear, electric fields, sonication) drive interchain interactions leading to new silk material morphologies such as hydrogels, films, new fibers, coatings, and 3D matrices.\textsuperscript{76–82} Water annealing from exposing silk materials to high humidity results in slow and controllable crystallization.\textsuperscript{83,84} This approach is in contrast to exposure to methanol,\textsuperscript{85} which results in uncontrolled and rapid crystallization. The extent of reformation of beta sheets in these silk materials impacts their stability, mechanical properties, optical properties, and degradation rate. For example, higher crystallinity impedes proteolytic digestion of the silk.\textsuperscript{86}

There are a wide variety of processes by which silk can be processed, but here we focus on processes that mimic those found in nature. Although the exact natural mechanisms remain unclear, there are several key anatomical elements in common to the silkworm and spider involved in fiber formation. Silk proteins are extruded through long sections of glands that enable protein–protein interactions that stabilize $\beta$ sheet formation. Changes in ion concentrations and pH of the solution are also known to affect fiber formation.\textsuperscript{87–91} Much of what is known about silk assembly is through the extraction of solutions from specific regions of the gland. The protein mixtures and their dynamic assembly properties can then be studied in the laboratory using techniques such as mass spectrometry, circular dichroism, protein electrophoresis, and dynamic light scattering.\textsuperscript{92–99} Another approach to study silk assembly is to use microfluidics to not only mimic the natural assembly process but also enable direct visualization of fiber formation under flow focusing conditions with controllable flow rates. Silk has its remarkable properties at the micron scale which makes it unique compared to the other materials. This is another reason to use microfluidic device to assemble protein sequence starting from the small scale in a controlled environment up to the micrometer scale. For example, the spider gland is known to dynamically change the thickness of the silk fibers in its spinnerets. In the spinning duct of the silkworm, shear stress or stretching in the thin duct cause the orientation of the fiber, stretching the globular protein as well as significant drop in pH.

Subsequently, crystallization occurs with shearing and dehydration. Similarly, in the microfluidic setup, one can apply shear stress with high flow rate to silk fibroin stream to help forming silk fiber or introduce PEG (polyethylene glycol) solution to mimic pH drop or changes in ion concentration to mimic what happens in the natural process.\textsuperscript{100–103} Using solvent bath to dehydrate and crystallize is another example of mimicking natural spinning.
process, which also affects the mechanical property of silk fiber. Another advantage of microfluidic processing is the low amounts of material required. This is particularly useful for studies in which one would like to characterize the relationship between sequence and structure in recombinant silk proteins, which can be time-consuming and costly to express in large quantities. Using an approach that uses the anatomy of the natural gland as inspiration, one can systematically study the effects of shear rate, composition of additives (e.g., other proteins, ions), pH on silk fiber formation.\textsuperscript{103–107} Moreover, one can investigate the minimal structural unit required for assembly. Postprocessing steps such as fiber drawing that can occur especially in spider silk assembly can also be included in these systems. Importantly, the relationships between composition, structure, processing, and properties can be systematically studied and applied to the design of silk materials with tunable properties (Figure 3B).\textsuperscript{108}

Silk as a Model System

The modular nature of the silk protein design can also serve as Nature’s mimic for synthetic polymer designs. Thus, silks can serve as accessible block copolymer models for future designs of synthetic analogs, e.g., exploiting the useful features of silks but with alternative building block chemistries. Silk protein-based block copolymers have been pursued based on this concept, as a highly controllable approach to study silk designs related to understanding self-assembly and material functions. The ability to program sequence chemistry, domain sizes, molecular weight distributions, and overall chain length provide unprecedented opportunity to probe structure–function with control of secondary structure at levels of structural hierarchy that cannot be achieved today via chemical synthesis.\textsuperscript{109,110} Recombinant DNA technology is exploited, where silk variants in terms of size and variations in hydrophobicity–hydrophilicity have been synthesized, purified, and studied related to $\beta$ sheet formation, morphology from solution, fiber spinning, and mechanical properties.\textsuperscript{93,111–115}

Using this tool, hierarchical structures of silk are explored in synthetic polymer designs. For instance, bacterial expression of a group of uniform family of periodic polypeptides shows that the periodicity of the primary sequence of polypeptide controls the thickness of the $\beta$ sheet structures in the solid state.\textsuperscript{116} Moreover, NMR spectroscopy on the polypeptides with labeled alanine-rich segments shows conformational rearrangement of the amphiphilic alanine-rich segments from alpha helices to beta strands during self-assembly of the protein into membrane.\textsuperscript{117} This finding suggests manipulation of stability conditions of alpha helices versus $\beta$ sheet to control self-assembly of the block copolymer. As another example, sensitivity of the self-assembly of a silk like amphiphilic block copolymer to the solvent condition such as pH or aqueous alkaline versus methanol solution has been used to control morphology of the polymer at the macroscale.\textsuperscript{118}

The integration of experiment and simulation in multiscale design opens new avenues to explore the physics of materials from a fundamental perspective, and using complementary strengths from models and empirical techniques. Using silk as a model material–driven by its relative simplicity in amino acid sequence–recent developments illustrate a new paradigm by which complex function is achieved through the explicit design of hierarchical
structuring. An important impact is that computational experiments helped to identify common principles shared by a broad range of biological materials. A comparative approach that studied the structure and function of silk with that of bone or nacre shows the universal role of hierarchical mechanisms in creating material function.\textsuperscript{119–125} For instance, the ratio of the hydrophilic to hydrophobic block of amino acids in recombinant spider silk controls the secondary structure and connectivity of the polymer network, which results in different material properties at the macroscale.\textsuperscript{126}

There is a need to use different computational and experimental methods with different resolution in length (and time) scale to study material properties. As Figure 4 shows, we can start from modeling electrons to study band structures (quantum mechanics) at the scale of angstrom and transfer information across scales up to the continuum level at the scale of centimeter and beyond. Similarly, studying different phenomenon occurring during synthesis and processing of the material requires different experimental techniques ranging from X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy to imaging methods. For instance, mechanical response of silk crystalline domain was measured with combination of tensile test and X-ray diffraction\textsuperscript{127} and modeled with molecular dynamics combined with finite element method.\textsuperscript{128} Recently, new fiber rheology measurements like measuring wave speed\textsuperscript{129} or thermal analysis\textsuperscript{130} were used to address performance of silk in nature.

Enabled by the significant development of computational resources and new algorithms to enhance sampling, atomistic modeling can now be applied to treat very large systems at increasingly large time-scales. In particular, the combined application of atomistic-based multiscale modeling and experiment has emerged as an important area with very broad reach, as the use of such material models provides fundamental insights into the mechanisms by which materials function and fail, enable one to explain experimental observations, and facilitate the use of this insight into design new materials. For instance, Figure 5 shows integration of simulation and experiment to explain the role of shear flow in fiber assembly. The simulation of increasingly complex process conditions is an important frontier, and applications to silks and silk-inspired materials are no exception. Indeed, the combined application of modeling and experiment has been particularly impactful in comparative studies aimed at investigating the origin of the diversity of protein material properties in spite of their similar building blocks (amino acids), as well as different types of silks. Recent work has exploited the use of models in the design of novel silk materials, for example, in the development of bioengineered design of silks.

3. STRUCTURAL-MECHANICAL FUNCTION

Silk Function within Web

In its natural role, silk features a hierarchical structure (Figure 1). In a series of studies,\textsuperscript{11,131–135} it was demonstrated how different hierarchical levels in silk, from the protein molecules to a spider web or cocoon, play together to create a strong and resilient structure. This example shows how merging “structure” and “material” is critical to overcome the limitations of the inferior natural building blocks of this material to achieve a system whose overall performance cannot yet be rivaled by any engineered substitute, and how processing plays a critical role. Figure 6 as a general overview shows fiber formation
from silk protein in nature, using microfluidic device to mimick natural process and using simulation tool to explain the effect of the size of poly alanine (crystalline section) in mechanical properties of the silk. The strength, stiffness and toughness of spider silk can be explained by the material’s unique structural organization. The multiple hierarchical levels are a manifestation of how the biochemical information that defines the protein sequence directly affects the behavior of the system at the structural scale of a web, which can be exposed to a range of mechanical loading. This work has also shown that each level in the material contributes to the overall properties, and that the remarkable properties of the entire system emerge because of a series of synergistic interactions across the scales (where the sum is more than its parts). A particularly interesting aspect is how the nonlinear material behavior of silk fibers affects the web behavior.

Silk fibers typically soften at the yield point to dramatically stiffen during large deformations until point of failure, whose origin has been traced to the particular structure of silk proteins and the nanocomposite they form. Their particular stress– strain behavior and their geometrical arrangement in a web allows localization of deformation upon loading (around loading point), and makes spider webs robust and extremely resistant to defects, as compared to a hypothetical linear-elastic or elastic-plastic models of silk fiber. Through in situ experiments on spider webs the computational prediction was validated that locally applied loading results in minimal damage. It was also found that under global loads such as wind, the behavior of silk material under small-deformation–typically showing a small but very stiff regime–is crucial to maintain the structural integrity of the web. A combined computational-experimental study paired with a theoretical mechanics analysis of the findings helped to gain a generalized insight of the strength of the fiber by identifying a fracture mechanics-based scaling law. What is unique about this work is that it began at the molecular level and assessed the impact of the material composition from the chemical scale all the way to the macroscopic structure of a web.

**Molecular Structure of Silk**

Different species of spider produce different webs with vastly different constitutive laws. Up to now, most of the research has been focused on orb web weaving spiders which we explain in the following section. We should note that features are not universal. Different web architectures exist, and the correlation between mechanical response, molecular structure, and web response is still an outstanding “mystery”.

The combination of computational and experimental work has revealed simple physical mechanisms by which the nonlinear material behavior of silk fibers can be controlled. These features were all due to the protein sequence, which is used to generate distinct microstructures (so-called secondary structures) which are realized by sequence patterns rich in the amino acid Alanine that generate very stiff and strong crystals and support mechanical integrity (they do not like to mix with water, called “A” block), and those rich in glycine amino acids that lead to more disorganized, labile and very soft regions (they like to mix with water, called “B” block). The relative amount and combination of these building blocks is the paradigm by which silk threads can achieve very diverse mechanical signatures (spiders can produce different types of silks for different purposes with diverse
range of mechanical behaviors).\textsuperscript{11} The difference in mechanical properties is dictated by differences in the secondary structure of silks (Table 1). The core regions of the majority of spider silks are made up from four different motifs: (i) $\beta$-sheet rich poly(A)/poly(GA) motifs (where A and G are alanine and glycine), (ii) an elastic $\beta$-turn-like proline-rich region, composed of multiple GPGXX motifs (where P is proline and X is mostly glutamine); and (iii) a spacer region with unknown functions.\textsuperscript{139} These glycine-rich repeats (i.e., GGX and GPGX) serve as linkers connecting hydrophobic repeats and provide silk with elasticity.\textsuperscript{40,41} Recently, it was shown that amorphous phase containing GGX and GPG motifs can take up polyglycine II nanocrystal structure.\textsuperscript{140} Moreover, different types of similar secondary structures result in alternating mechanical properties. For example, in dragline silks, the tensile strength of the silk fiber is controlled by the silk primary structure, which in turn dictates the strength of interactions between $\beta$-sheets. In the case of poly(A) repeats, each A residue is placed on alternative sides of a protein backbone. The hydrophobic interactions that arise from such conformation connect poly(A) chains together by protruding methyl groups occupying the void space near the $\alpha$ carbon of a residue on a neighboring chain. As a result, $\beta$-sheets have no void space and are impenetrable to water. The poly(GA) regions form a similar secondary structure, but with a different hydrophobic pattern. The glycine side chain is unable to form the same hydrophobic interactions as the A side chain resulting in fewer links in the $\beta$-sheet structure, and thus different mechanical properties.\textsuperscript{24,48} The same observations are true in the case of \textit{B.mori} silk. The core of the silkworm silk (which is weaker than spider silk) is composed of sequences of hexapeptides including: GAGAGS, GAGAGY, GAGAGA, or GAGYGA (where S is serine and Y is tyrosine).\textsuperscript{42}

**Supercontraction**

Certain spider dragline silk fibers show an unusual behavior at high humidity. They can shrink up to 50\% if unconstrained. In a constrained fiber change of humidity results in a substantial change in internal stress. This phenomenon is known as supercontraction.\textsuperscript{141} There is a controversy about the biological importance of the effect.\textsuperscript{142} Tensile test of supercontracted fibers in water shows rubberlike behavior with a large increase in elasticity and decrease in stiffness compared to the dry fibers.\textsuperscript{143} Also, dragline silk undergoes cyclic relaxation-contraction response upon change in humidity.\textsuperscript{144} While in some applications supercontraction effect is undesirable, it could be useful to make biomimetic muscle fibers.\textsuperscript{145} Moreover, the interplay between supercontraction and mechanical properties could be used to tailor material property of silk fibers.\textsuperscript{146} It has been hypothesized that the origin of the supercontraction should be inside semi amorphous part of the dragline silk since little change was observed in structural properties of the hydrophobic region (crystalline beta sheets) after wetting.\textsuperscript{147} Using NMR studies, it is suggested that highly conserved YGGGLS(N)QGAGR block which only exists in spider dragline silk, plays the key role in the supercontraction effect.\textsuperscript{148} Further investigation of the nanostructure revealed the importance of hydrophobic residues, and suggested a suppression of the supercontraction effect by targeted sequence mutation.\textsuperscript{149}
4. FUTURE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Biomedical Applications

Silks are attractive scaffold materials for tissue engineering because of their biocompatibility and tunable (based on β sheet content) biodegradability. Moreover, as described above, silk can be genetically programmed and assembled into hierarchical structures with tunable mechanical properties, which lends itself well to assembling biomaterials and thus tissues which themselves display complex hierarchical organization. There are several approaches to generate silk scaffolds that are integrated with cells. Using an additive manufacturing approach, individual 2D sheets of silk (fibrous mats or films) can be stacked into 3D structures. To promote cell adhesion, one can include cell adhesive ligands, which can be achieved by genetic modification or, as described in the next section, by forming alloys with cell adhesive proteins such as fibronectin and collagen. There can also be natural adsorption of cell adhesive proteins once silk is implanted in vivo. Silk or silk composites have been explored in a wide variety of tissue engineering examples including tendon, nerve, blood vessels and bone, among others.

Silk can be used for both soft and hard tissue applications as further example of its versatility. Bone mineralization can be accelerated by promoting the deposition of calcium phosphate in combination with silks. Silks are nonimmunogenic and also induce low inflammatory responses in vivo, further reasons for the utility of silks for biomedical applications.

Infusion of Other Particles, Ions, or Molecules

The unique assembly properties of silk can also be exploited to assemble nanostructures. These bioinspired materials are formed by essentially templating nanoparticles or other structures onto silk assemblies. For example, quantum dots or metal (e.g., silver) nanoparticles can be added to produce composite materials with unique mechanical, optical, and electrical properties. The silver nanoparticles also have antimicrobial properties which makes them suitable for biomedical applications. A particularly interesting example is in the area of energy materials for electrocatalysts. Many of the advantageous properties of silk described above can be exploited, namely specific amino acids in silk fibroin can interact with graphene oxide to help dispersion, and other silk amino acids can interact with metal nanoparticles that result in their unique assembly. Furthermore, because silk fibroin is water-soluble, these processes lend themselves for green manufacturing. These approaches can also be enhanced with the bioengineered silk variants mentioned above, where selective peptide chemistries can be added into silk to optimize interfaces with metals or other components.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Silks arguably are the quite remarkable materials in nature. As evolved, they already are exemplary models of material efficiency and function, with lightweight mechanically robust systems that exist in virtually any environment on the planet. Their diversity of functions provides a template to study and exploit structure–function relationships in future material
designs to modify an unending set of options to expand functional features, and to perform all aqueous and ambient processing conditions along with 100% degradability. These features provide a template for design of new devices with environmental and biological compatibility as well as a model for future designs of synthetic polymers to emulate silks. The tunable mechanical properties, tunable degrade rates, and the robust β sheet physical cross-links that negate the need for chemical cross-linking and the diverse modes of processing material, they all drive interest and an exciting future in silks. There are no other synthetically or biologically derived polymer systems that offer this range of useful material properties or biological interfaces. Thus, silk remains as a model to study, copy, and exploit in the future and we are just starting on this path, with exploration of future matches between needs and designs.

It is interesting therefore to look back to envision the future. The origins of silk back to more than 5000 years ago served as a bridge between cultures and as an economic engine for developing countries over the millennia, due to the emergence of silk as a commodity textile. With the advances in silk in high technology applications and the growing insight into the origins of the unique properties, silk serves as a nucleus of inquiry into the future. Sericulture established large scale production of silk, however, this tip of the iceberg is clear when considering the range of silk in Nature, options for bioengineered silk variants and the versatile processing modes to produce a range of material morphologies. We are just at the beginning of this new Silk Road, one with impact into medical materials and devices, high technology applications, and new polymer designs. Nature continues to provide inspiration and silk remains at the center of this web of inquiry with seemingly endless opportunities.
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Figure 1.
Visualization of the hierarchical material makeup of silk, achieved by controlling all length-scales from the molecular to the macroscopic scale (examples given here include the fiber diameter $D$, and the beta-sheet crystal size $h$). Spiders and other silk-spinning insects create these complex structures in a combination of chemical cues and self-assembly (directed via the amino acid sequence), physical mechanisms such as shear flow, and large-scale additive processing realized by the movement of the insect akin to a modern 3D printer, and with multiple materials that are placed in and around the web (spiders have invented multimaterial 3D printing billions of years ago). Original figure courtesy National Science Foundation, and adapted here.
Figure 2.
Samples of different uses of silk, natural and biomedical ones. Images show a spider web (photo courtesy Francesco Tomasinelli and Emanuele Biggi), silk cocoons, silk-based electronics (Reprinted by permission from ref 17. Copyright 2010 Macmillan Publishers.) and the “Silk Pavilion” (Designed by the Mediated Matter Group in collaboration with James Weaver, WYSS Institute, Harvard University and Prof. Fiorenzo Omenetto, TUF University. Contributing researchers: Markus Kayser, Jared Laucks, Carlos David Gonzalez Uribe, Jorge Duro-Royo and Steven Keating. Photo credit: Steven Keating. Courtesy of Mediated Matter). These examples showcase the versatility of silk in its natural and synthetic uses.
Figure 3.
(A) Ashby plot to illustrate the properties of silk fibers in comparison with other materials. Adapted with permission from ref 177. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. An opportunity exists to use the material platform of silk, apply the principles that lead to its remarkable properties in carbon materials (graphene, carbon nanotubes, and other materials), and achieve a material performance that features high specific energy to failure at a high specific strength. (B) Synergetic integrations of multiscale modeling, silk polymer synthesis,
and microfluidic fiber spinning to study the hierarchical structure of silk polymers and their self-assembly process.
Figure 4.
Overview of computational and experimental techniques that cover multiple scales, necessary for the systematic and holistic analysis of silk and silk-like materials, including materials design. Reprinted with permission from ref 178. Copyright 2012 Elsevier. The complex hierarchical structure of silk requires the use of a host of experimental and computational technique to move the analysis and synthesis of this material forward. Abbreviations are as follows: FEM, finite element method; CFD, computational fluid dynamics; MD, molecular dynamics; QM, quantum mechanics; DFT, density functional theory; CCSD(T), coupled cluster method; ROMP, ring opening metathesis polymerization; ATRP, atom transfer radical polymerization; SPPS, solid phase peptide synthesis; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; DLS, dynamic light scattering; CD, circular dichroism spectroscopy; XRD, X-ray diffraction; MicroCT, microtomography; AFM, atomic force microscopy; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
Figure 5.
Fiber spinning combining experiment and simulation. (A) Color code of a single recombinant silk protein H(AB)12 in simulation: green, H domain, hexahistidine fusion tag; red, A domain, hydrophobic block; blue, B domain, hydrophilic block. (B) Shear flow in syringe provides flow focusing process of spinning duct of spider. (C) Simulation snapshots after equilibration (left) and after shear flow (right) show that isolated clusters of hydrophobic domains (red spheres) get connected and directed toward shear flow. (D) Post processing of the simulation results. Red circles (nodes) are assigned to the center of the
hydrophobic clusters. Two nodes are assumed to be connected by a black line connection (bridge) if part a chain appears in those two nodes. Shear processing increases the connectivity of the network of polymer (E) AFM result on the left shows formation of micels (corresponding to nodes in the simulation). SEM image of the dried fiber on the right shows flow focusing effect after spinning. Reprinted with permission from ref 179. Copyright 2015 Macmillan.
Figure 6.
Fiber formation from spider silk proteins upward: (A) Natural. Copyright Dennis Kunkel Microscopy, Inc./Visuals Unlimited/Corbis. (B) Bioinspired microfluidic process, which used microfluidic for silk worm silk. (Adapted with permission from ref 103. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.) Similar principles apply to the production of spider silk. (C) Detailed molecular view. (B) Regenerated silk fibroin (RSF) solution flows through the central channel while acidic poly(ethylene-oxide) (PEO) solution flows through the side channels. As these solutions combine and flow in the device, the PEO solution surrounds the
silk solution, focusing hydrodynamic silk solution stream, causing a narrowing of fiber diameter, permitting diffusion of hydrogen ions into the silk to generate RSF fiber. The schematic of the device (B left side) features a scale bar 400 um, and the microscopic image (B bottom) of the actual spinning process has a scale bar 200 um, where RSF solution inlet is the left channel, PEO solution inlet for top/bottom channel and silk stream outlet is right channel. (C) In the process of silk spinning, a combination of chemistry and shear flow transform the concentrated protein dope into a network cross-linked by aligned crystalline overlaps held by aligned hydrogen bonds. Lower images reprinted from ref 180. Copyright 2011 Wiley. The image also explains the effect the amino acid sequence has on the molecular structure of the silk fiber, where the number of alanine amino acid repeats controls the size of beta-sheet nanocrystals at the nanometer length-scale.
### Table 1

Four Different Motifs of Core Regions in Spider Silk Fibril

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence motif</th>
<th>GGX</th>
<th>GPGXX</th>
<th>Poly(A) or poly(GA)</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td>3_{10}-helix</td>
<td>Elastic β-turn</td>
<td>Crystalline β-sheet</td>
<td>Spacer</td>
<td>Termini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="3_{10}-helix" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Elastic β-turn" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Crystalline β-sheet" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Spacer" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Termini NH_{3}^{+} amino terminal" /> or <img src="image" alt="COO^{-} carboxyl terminal" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributing role to the mechanical property</strong></td>
<td>Glycine rich repeats: linkers between hydrophobic repeats providing elasticity</td>
<td>Alanine rich repeats: provide alternating mechanical property</td>
<td>Spacer</td>
<td>Storage, assembly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G, glycine; A, alanine; P, proline; X, mostly glutamine. Information from refs 48, 181, and 182.